Earthquakes Chapter Review
chapter 15 resource: earthquakes and volcanoes - chapter review (continued) 36 earthquakes and volcanoes
part b. concept review directions: circle the term in parentheses that makes the statement correct. 1. the warm,
partly melted layer that carries the tectonic plates is the (asthenosphere, lithosphere, rift zone). 2. molten rock
inside earth is (lava, magma, tephra). 3. chapter 12 earthquakes review key - chapter 12 earthquakes review key
. section 1 review answers . 1. elastic rebound happens when pieces of the crust that have been stretched out of
shape by stress suddenly snap back to their original shapes. the motion of the pieces of crust releases energy,
which causes the ground to shake in an earthquake. 2. chapter 8 earthquakes section 1 what are earthquakes?
- interactive textbook 140 earthquakes name class date section 1 review nses es 1a, 1b section vocabulary
deformation the bending, tilting, and breaking of the earthÃ¢Â€Â™s crust; the change in the shape of rock in
response to stress ... 6. earthquakes. section chapter earthquakes ... 35 chapter review 36 earthquakes and
volcanoes part b ... - section review 2 reviewing ..apter 6 concept review - metuchen schoolsconcept review caldwell-west caldwell public schoolschapter 15 resource: earthquakes and volcanoeschapter outline review of
atomic chapter 8 earthquakes section 2 earthquake measurement - section2 earthquake measurement chapter
8 earthquakes national science education standards es 1b ... review 1. possible answers: an earthquake is a shaking
or movement of the earth, and a fault is a crack in the crust that rocks can slide on; earthquakes happen along
faults. 2. most earthquakes happen at tectonic plate chapter 9 earthquakes - tclauset - chapter 9 earthquakes
earth is not a solid ball. rather, as you have learned, it has ... boundaries is to plot earthquakes on a map. this
chapter is all about earthquakes! 1. how is an earthquake like a stuck door? ... boundaries are especially likely to
cause earthquakes. review the different types of plate boundaries in section 8.3. earthquakes and volcanoes weebly - chapter resources earthquakes and volcanoes includes: reproducible student pages assessment chapter
tests chapter review hands-on activities lab worksheets for each student edition activity laboratory activities
foldablesreading and study skills activity sheet meeting individual needs directed reading for content
mastery unit 1: a changing earth chapter 1: structure, earthquakes ... - unit 1: a changing earth chapter 1:
structure, earthquakes and volcanoes 2 weeks 6.4 what can we learn about god through studying creation? ...
Ã¢Â€Â¢ daily review textbook workbook Ã¢Â€Â¢ videos Ã¢Â€Â¢ posters Ã¢Â€Â¢ volcanic ejecta samples
Ã¢Â€Â¢ pictures Ã¢Â€Â¢ books on earthquakes and glencoe science chapter resources - mr. rhein - home glencoe science chapter resources earthquakes includes: reproducible student pages assessment chapter tests
chapter review hands-on activities lab worksheets for each student edition activity laboratory activities
foldablesreading and study skills activity sheet meeting individual needs directed reading for content
mastery skills worksheet chapter review - dearborn public schools - holt science and technology 33
earthquakes name class date chapter review continued _____ 8. if an earthquake begins while you are in a
building, the safest thing for you to do is a. to run out into an open space. b. to get under the strongest table, chair,
or other piece of furniture. glencoe earth science - iredell-statesville - 300 a chapter 11 earthquakes. before you
read statement after you read a or d a or d 1 movement of earthÃ¢Â€Â™s plates can cause large sections of rock
to bend, compress, or stretch. ... review vocabulary plate: a large section of earthÃ¢Â€Â™s crust and rigid upper
mantle that moves around on the chapter 4a review sheet earthÃ¢Â€Â™s interior - chapter 4a review sheet
p-waves Ã¢Â€Â¢ move fast Ã¢Â€Â¢ can travel through liquid and solid Ã¢Â€Â¢ push-pull motion s-wave
Ã¢Â€Â¢ move slow Ã¢Â€Â¢ can only travel through solids Ã¢Â€Â¢ shear wave motion earthquakes review
sheet shadow zone-an area on the opposite side of the earth from where an earthquake happens that receives no
earth- chapter 19: earthquakes - svusd68 - 498 chapter 19 earthquakes figure 19-5a p-wave causes rock
particles to move back and forth as it passes (a). an s-wave causes rock particles to move at right angles to the
direction of the wave (b). a surface wave causes rock particles to move both up and down and from side to side
(c). ch 9 review - mrs. berthiaume's webpage - home page - d. earthquakes. crustal rocks differ from inner core
rocks in that they are not abundant in ... chapter 35 write the letter of the correct answer on the line at the left. l.
iron and nickel make up the a. mantle. c. core. ... ch 9 review created date:
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